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"0 HAPPY HORSE":

AN EXERCISE IN NAME-DROPPING
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February 13, 1995

.
I would like
dedicate this
Good evenlng.
d to
robably
paper quite presumptuously an o~ Sam Pogue. Although
the
to diverge, I always
his and my tastes In mUSl ,
'th him one-sided--on
gained much from conversatlons Wl nd r'wish I had been
m side--as they inevitabl¥ wer~, a
~le to share this paper wlth hlm.

inapp~opriatelY, t~

~~m~~~ded

For the last several ~ears, WGUbC [t~~f;~~~gl
,
.
dio statlon] has een
an
classlcal-muslc ra,
t'
called "My Turn," to anyone
hour's worth of radlO lme,
h 1
f a
led es a certain amount. With the e p o ,

;~~d~ce/from
the station. who handles the"te~~~,cal
as ects you become your own "dlSk Jockey,
el er In
anPinte~view

yo~r

format with the producer, or on
own.
Naturally I have chosen the latter format, as lt
allows me'that much more time to talk, for the three
"My Turn" programs I have so far pledged and presented.
The third of them aired yesterday, as Chuck Judd [the
current president of the Literary Club] announced to
you last Monday.

It seems to me that part of the purpose of the "My
Turn" programs is to allow the WGUC-listener an
opportunity to share his or her own taste, and the
reasons for certain preferences. One "My Turn"
Sponsor, for instance, who has done even more shows
than I, has consulted both his daughter's piano teacher
and his church's music director for some of his
choices--predictably ending up with Debussy's "Clair de
Lune" and a soppy version of "Amazing Grace," as I
reca~l. MY choic 7s have been, perhaps equally
predlctably, cons 1d erably more esoteric, although I
hope at least as worthwhile musically.
In any case, in my first "My Turn," I played
several Works and performances that were meaningful to
me, not only as music, but also beca u se I h a ve either
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known or met the performer and/or the composer.
In the
former category, for instance, was the great soprano
Leontyne Price, in the latter the composer Samuel
Barber, who wrote and also accompanied Miss Price in
the piano part of his "Hermit songs," of which two were
included on my first program for WGUC.
Few of my friends managed to hear the first "My
Turn," for a variety of reasons, but among the fe~ who
did , their comments to me seemed more concerned
wlth my
.
"name-droppings," as it was called, than wlth the mUSIC
or performances I selected and introduced--all of which
were, to me, extremely beautiful, if relatively little
known and seldom performed on WGUC, or elsewhere in
Cincinnati's musical arena.
Frankly, this focus on
name-dropping annoyed me--and here is my rather
perverse response:
a whole paper devoted shamelessly
and overtly to name-dropping.
I hope, however, that it
will amount to more than that as a whole, and perhaps
justify my sense that personal encounters with artists
and other well-known figures can enrich one's
understanding of art, and even life.
(Although some of
my close friends may also hope that this will prove to
be an exorcism as well as an exercise in name-dropping,
so that they may be spared hearing these anecdotes over
again in the future!)

.

The question is, how did I happen to meet and get
to know Samuel Barber, the famous composer of one of
the twentieth century's "greatest hits," the "Adagio
for strings," as well as many other important and
beautiful works in a variety of media? In fact, I
think one of the most interesting aspects of Barber's
career is that he essentially wrote one work in each
major musical form, except the art song, of which he
produced many wonderful examples throughout his career.
I shall even suggest below that his two major operas
represented quite different approaches to the medium.
In thinking about how I got to meet Sam, as well
as numerous other "celebrities," during my five years
living in New York during the first half of the 1960s
.
'
I reallzed that there were two main strands of
acquaintance that led to the, for me, momentous event
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entrepreneur
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'probably American Home, 'n
home-decorat,ng
1 featured Barber's and
the late 1940s. The ar 'c
"Capricorn" in
Menotti's country
York's Croton Reservoir,
had been designed by the Swissearly Modern architect William
,
designer of the PSFS Building 1n Ph1ladelph1a, ~h1Ch 1S
often ConSl'd ere d the first "Modern"
' skyscraper
.
" d ln
1 the
United States.
Barber and Menott1 had 1nd1v1 ua
.
t dios attached at the ends of the rather modest wh1te
and frame residence, which rambled across a
natural rock-outcroPPing in the wO~ds.
The two
strikingly handsome and "sympathetlc" compOsers were
shown in the magazine article eleg~ntly and cO~fortably
"at home." For the postwar era th1s was a darlng
revelation
of an unconventional-_even criminal-_
relationship!
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For me, the sequence of events that led to my
penetrating this "Holy of Holies" began in 1960, when I
moved to New York City (where, incidentally, I had been
born twentY-five years before, during the middle of the
Depression, while my father was teaching history at
Columbia university).
I fled back to New York in 1960
from a premature and traUmatic semester as a graduate
student in English at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville.
I had sUffered academic, social, and
personal disaster there, although it Was Simply the
Climax of a long series of unhappy years as an OVersenSitive, inhibited, USually isolated, PSYChologically
immature childhood and youth.
In New York from 1960 to
1966, I "found mYself" in many ways, gaining confidence
and Some acceptance of myself professionally, sOcially,
perSonally, and sexually; although I did not recognize
my true profession as an architectural historian until
I left New York to Work as arts editor for the Yale
University Press in 1966. While there, I at last
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discovered architectural history, returning to graduate
school at Yale in art history; and also, perhaps
misguidedly, marrying.
I arrived in New York city shortly after the New
Year of 1960, with an address-book ~ull of
introductions from friends or acqualntances of my
parents which, possibly fortunately, fell out of my
jacket pocket from an elevated platform before I had
time to use many of the introductions.
It was,
however, through my parents' close friends,Whit a~d
Hallie Burnett, the editors of story Magazlne (WhlCh
has recently been revived by the Rosenthals here in
cincinnati), that I soon got a job in publishing.
For five years I served as an editor at PrenticeHall, the textbook publishers, whose offices were
located in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, across the
George Washington Bridge from upper Manhattan.
I
eventually became the production editor of Spectrum
Books, a fairly respectable paperback line used in
conjunction with textbooks. Although it paid only a
pittance, this position allowed me to live my own life
in Manhattan.
Even the need to commute to and from New
Jersey at rather early hours turned out to be an
advantage, as I had time to recover from work before
setting out to join friends and share adventures with
those who worked longer and later hours.
The job
itself was fairly undemanding, although often
interesting, so I was able to concentrate most of my
youthful energies on self-exploration ... which I did
with a vengeance!
In five years, I moved back and
forth across Central Park about a dozen times, although
I eventually settled in an apartment on West 74th
street.
Among the few introductions I brought to New York
from Vanderbilt was one to Bill simmonds, who kindly

let me stay with him for several weeks before I got my
own tiny apartment.
Shortly after I met him, Bill took
me to a lively party at a townhouse in the East Sixties
(the unfashionable but at that time all the more chic
eastern end of the Sixties). The party was given by
Thomas Britt and his wife. He was then a budding
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interior designer (although at that time no doubt he
still thought of himself as an "interior decorator") .
Tom has been for a long time part of Paige Rense's
"stable" of slick designers featured in Architectural
Digest magazine, but was already, as a student at the
Parsons School of Design, recognized as one of the
leaders of his generation, along with the late Angelo
Donghia, who was also among the guests at that loud but
undoubtedly stylish party--although I recall that most
of the young women were wearing home-made dresses of
brightly dyed burlap!
As this was one of my first New York social events
and I knew no one except Bill, who promptly disappeared
in the crowd, I was naturally overwhelmed and at a
loss.
I retreated to a stair landing, where I bumped
into a blond young woman with whom I hesitantly began a
conversation, shouted over the din. We exchanged names
and what I thought of as daringly flirtatious remarks,
but were soon elbowed aside, and she was reclaimed by
her date, who turned out to be Angelo Donghia himself.
The rest of that long and varied evening has been
perhaps mercifully forgotten, but a couple of weeks
later I awoke one morning recalling at least part of
the name of the elegant blonde:
I knew it began with
the word "knee" and eventually remembered that she had
mentioned that she was living temporarily at the
Barbizon Plaza, a respectable residential hotel for
young women getting their start in the big city.
I
called the Barbizon, discovered her name was Anne
Kneedler, and made a date that led belatedly to my
first intensive relationship with a woman.
Anne, who is a year or two younger than I

had

~een born in the Phillipines, where her family'was

1ncar~erated by the Japanese during World War II--but
that 1S another story. After their l i beration in 1945
Anne ~nd her brother and sister, who had actually been'
conce1ved and born at the concentration camp in Manila
were b~ought back tO , californ i a by their mother, who '
soon d1vorced the Ch11dren's father and remarried.
She
and her second husband started the Kneedler-Fauchere
Company, still one of the leading West Coast suppliers
to decorators. Anne had come East to stUdy interior
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decoration at the Parsons School of Design at the
behest and expense of her real father, Edgar Kneedler.
Although he is part of that other story, it is relevant
here that, although he had neVer really recovered
psychologically from those years in the Phillipine
concentration camp, by 1960 he was one of the more
successful concert managers in New York.
He worked for
Columbia Artists Management, and later for Sol Hurok,
scheduling and shepherding star performers to and from
their performances in New York and elsewhere. Often he
had extra tickets and occasionally Anne and I would
join him in center-aisle seats at Carnegie Hall,
particularly for vocal recitals; although I also
remember--and this could be apocryphal--attending a
live televised benefit show featuring both Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby (conceivably their only joint stage
performance), where the regular white Tuxedo shirt that
I had naively worn stood out like a very sore thumb in
a sea of the pale blue dress-shirts manda tory for the
television camera!
Really of more interest to me, however, were the
occasions when we not only heard great singers, but met
them afterward and sometimes even accompanied them to
their hotels or apartments. Mr. Kneedler's knowledge
of Spanish made him popular with singers such as Teresa
Berganza, but I also remember driving in a taxi with
the Canadian contralto Maureen Forrester a most
cha~m~ng woman. One time, after a magnifice nt recital,
We J?lned Leotyne Price at her birthday celebration in
a prlvate room at the Plaza Hotel over looki ng Central
Park, as I recall.
She was then going through a
difficult period of her career and personal life
according to gossip (and frankly, a lot of what
have
to share with you tonight is gossip; I have not tried
to corroborate, even if one could, most of what I think
I remember).
Nevertheless, Miss Price was apparently
thrilled by the intimate surprise party and displayed
her great presence and charm, even to Anne and me, a
young couple who just happened to be present.

I

The point of this is that I had begun to meet and
even get to know musicians I had heard and admired from
a distance, usually through radio and records, although
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my parents encouraged me to attend performances from my
earliest years.
It was fasc~nating,to co~pare
performers' stage presence wlth thelr behlnd-the-scenes
appearance, behavior, and life-style.
Surely the most
rivetting such occasion was when Edgar Kneedler and I
waited back-stage for over an hour after a recital by
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, whose performances for Angel
Records I had almost worshiped for years. Although she
was hardly "off-camera," it was an extraordinary
experience to watch this supremely beautiful woman,
then perhaps past her prime but still gorgeous, sum up
instantly each of several hundred fans waiting in line,
and then present an entirely different persona to each
one of them. without (or perhaps with!) the bat of an
eyelash she switched from Viennese haus-frau to a
seductive vamp, from almost a parody of a serious
lieder-singer to a gracious grande dame, according to
the fantasy-image of her secretly desired by each
admirert
The second s~rand that led to my meeting Samuel
Barber--and the f1rst one was only indirect--had its
begin~ing ~n 1963 in Greece, where I spent a week's
vacatlon , wlth my parents in mid-summer. They had spent
the prevlo~s mo~th ther~, visiting Dr. Carl Blegen's
current , Unlv~rslty of C1ncinnati archaeologic
excavatlo~ slte on a remote island off the coast beyond
Cape Sounlon, before returning to Athens to meet me.
There we stayed a~ the Grande Bretagne, a marvelous
old-~tyle hotel wlth balconies and terraces overlooking
Parllam~nt Square, and views straight up to the
Acropo11s and the Parthenon.
A day or two before I arrived in Athens, my
parents had met Julius Fle i schmann, the prominent
Cincinnatian, at the hotel, and he had casually
invited them to a farewell party on his yacht a few
days later; he was about to take off on a cruise from a
marina a few miles east of Athens. As Mr. Fleischmann,
or "Junkie," as he was known, had also invited the
French ambassador to Greece and his wife along with my
parents, we all set off in black tie for what we
assumed was a grand for mal occasion.
It turned out to
be far from formal! We were greeted at the gangplank
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by a beautiful young couple wearing the smallest ked
. .'
th y might as well have been na
.
possible blklnls-- e
. . g German movie starlet
The turned out t~ b~ a~_~~p~~~~ often wondered if they
and her mal~ equlva en
. we were certainly too
ever "made It'' on tI:e screen'to catch their names 1
flabbergasted and dlstrac~ednlY did not recognize the
Junkie, it turned out, nOb ~sador and his wife, but
very stuffy an~ p~o~er ~~e: and almost turned them
didn't recall lnvltlng 1 ty of other attractive,
away. But there wd~r~'~g~~shed people present, most far
famouS, and even 1S 1
into their cups, or worse.
f the famous series of
. The yacht was one 0
the "Camargo," possibly the
Fle1schmann yachts calletd
. te yacht in the world."
one known as "the larges pr1va
t
There seemed to be dozens of people abroad. ~he mos
startling feature of the decor was ~h7 full-w~dth allwhite saloon, which features a magn1flcent ch1~pen~ale
breakfront filled with Dorothy Doughty porcelaln blrd
groups--talk about an unsuitable color-scheme and
.
accessories for an ocean-going vessel! Another lav1sh
room was in the bow, apparently the captain's quarters,
where Junkie was surrounded by rosewood and cowhide,
with silver trimmings.
I eventually wandered there,
only to discover my stunned mother being ardently, but
ineffectually, pursued by the movie star stewart
Granger wearing a pirate's earring!
other guests included the heir to the wealthy Duke
of Portland and his notorious mother, a ravishingly
beautiful, but hard and devastatingly worn-out woman.
The teen-age son was also beautiful, but dreadfully
spoiled and drunk "out of his mind," as we used to say.
It was soon obvious that he needed to be taken back to
his quarters on a nearby yacht and allowed to pass out
in comfort.
For some reason, the poet Stephen Spender,
with whom I shared another mutual acquaintance--and
another story not to be told here--and I undertook to
rescue the intoxicated young "nobleman." He was far
from eager to leave the party, where he had been making
a fool of himself over the German starlet, and was
barely able to stand on his own feet.
So Stephen and I
each took hold of him under one shoulder and tried to
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steer him back to his quarters.
I mainly remember
exchanging a despairing glance with Stephen over his
head as the poor guy threw up over the side of the
dock. But finally we got him safely on his own yacht,
perhaps thereby sparing him being Shanghai'ed on the
Mediterranean cruise, as Junkie was said to do.
A month or two later, safely back in New York
working at Prentice-Hall but somewhat at a loss
socially, I unexpectedly received a telephone call from
Junkie Fleischmann inviting me to a cocktail party-even that concept is now dated, isn't it? I duly
turned up at his New York apartment, in a rather
nondescript if well-s i tuated new building.
I recall
nothing of the furnishings, except that the ubiquitous
utilities chasings in the corners of the room were hung
with vertical groups of Leonid Bakst and Eugene Berman
sketches for ballet costumes. Although I was never to
see Junkie again, I met at his party someone who was to
play a most significant role in my New York life. He
was a well-built, middle-age man with a sleepy, sweet,
slightly sly, insinuating smile, named Charles Turner.
Charles Turner, or "Chuck" as he is always called,
is a composer, violinist, and piano teacher. We had
music as a common interest, and hit it off immediately.
I was much impressed that he had recently returned from
accompanying Lotte Lenya on one of her last tours
singing the songs of her late husband, Kurt Weill; this
was several years after the famous 1950s New York
revival of the "Three-Penny Opera." As I have always
considered Lenya's record album of Weill's "Theater
Songs" one of my chief candidates for a "desert island"
choice, I was thrilled to meet someone who knew her
(although I never had the privilege of meeting her
myself).
I was also thrilled when Chuck mentioned that
he was a close friend of Samuel Barber, and, it turned
out, virtually everyone of note in the music and arts
and several other overlapping New York "worlds."
Charles Turner came from a working-class Detroit
background, as I recall, was a child prodigy as a
violinist, but was also a fine pianist and accompanist,
and a composer. His works were occasionally played by
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major orchestras and performers, but I suspect more
through his networks of friendship than their intrinsic
meriti his talent as a composer, though real, is slight
and, frankly, most of his works are derivative,
particularly of Samuel Barber and others of that circle
of composers who were then worse than unfashionable-although now the inexorable tide of taste has again
brought them to the surface, if not to the fore.
Chuck
had been introduced to Sam Barber by the writer Gore
vidal at the Palm Court of the Plaza Hotel in New York,
about 1950. Barber and Turner soon formed a close
relationship that lasted throughout the 1950s; their
friendship endured until Barber's death in 1981. The
occasion of their introduction is celebrated in
Barber's charming group of four-hand piano pieces
called "souvenirs," evoking the Edwardian salon
atmosphere of the Palm court; in the 1950s, Barber
often played it in public with Chuck, to whom the
original version is dedicated (it later became a
successful ballet).
Ch~ck is one of the major informants on Barber's
later llfe and career in a recent biography called
Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music by Barbara
B. H7 yman. This 7xcellent book has served as an aidememo~re and,sometlmes corrective to these reminiscences
of mlne, WhlCh I must emphasize, however, are mainly
based on my own spontaneous recall. Although I still
have s~m~wh~re my date-books and programs from the
early, slxtles, I have not submitted most of these
memorles to the cold light of documentation
On th
~~h~~e~~n~y' ~ ha~e had several opportunitie~ recent~y
erSlons of events with those f th
and found them generally accurate'
,0
0
ers,
confusions and conflations for th'e sa
lfksubJect
to
some
e of a story!

Chuck Turner was about f'ft
Barber, and is fifteen years ~ld:~nt~:~r~.y~~n~:~ than
Barber at about the same age I met him
f
scarf (I w;re
saw Chuck a few ' an
e ~assed on to me. Although I
up with him as ~ea~s ~gO In,New York, I have not kept
hundreds of'otherefri~nd~P ~lth Sam, as well,as with
, overs, and acqualntances.

~~:~s~~:Sg!~eah~~andi~a~ian

0
~~ ~on~~ht)
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For Chuck's great gift is being a devoted friend
of talented influential, celebrated people. He ~as
almost a ge~ius for meeting such people a~d,becOm1ng an
affectionate member of their extended fam1~1es.
Although no doubt somewhat of a snob, , a c11mb 7 r, a
celebrity-hound, and a name-droPP7 r , 1f y~u w1ll, h7
fulfilled and probably still fulf1lls a v1~al ro1 7 1n
the lives, not just the social and pro~ess10~al l1ves,
of a fascinating array of people. He 1S bas1cally
sweet-natured, interested in other people, with a
quiet, almost shy wit, an amazing memory for peop17's
preferences and connections, and a way of shoulder1ng
his own burden, even paying his own way (at least
metaphorically), in their lives. He is especially good
at dealing with children, having been brought up in a
large family and sharing an almost childlike delight in
whatever activity he and they are pursuing. This was a
real asset in his secondary career as a piano teacher.
The roster of his pupils and their parents was amazing.
It was, for instance, hard not to feel a flutter when
he skipped dessert after a Saturday luncheon in order
to give a piano lesson to the young daughter of Lauren
Bacall and Humphrey Bogart at Bacall's apartment in the
Dakota.
When I first knew him in the mid-1960s, Chuck
lived in a fourth-floor "dumb-bell" apartment on First
Avenue, in the same East sixties where Tom Britt lived.
Chuck's building, however, if not quite in a slum was
in a derelict area adjacent to one of the most
'
fashionable neighborhoods of New York. The pre-war
rent-controlled tenements were not maintained by their
absentee landlords, leaving the apartments cheap and
highly desirable, if rather "Bohemian. 1I Chuck's four
rooms, which were connected through doorways, transoms,
and interior windows overlooking filthy light-wells,
had crumbling plaster and peeling woodwork, not to
mention the most primitive kitchen and bathroom
facilities, but was somehow a haven of comfort, with a
certain unassuming style. Most of his furniture and
accessories seemed to have been castoffs from the rich
and the famous, in their endless round of moving and
redecorating from one au-courant neighborhood and decor
to another.
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Chuck's piano, for instance, was kx: own as "The
Prince of Wales'" piano, and had been glven to.Samu l
Barber by Mary Louise Bok cur~is (Mrs: Efrem 21mballst)
of the curtis Institute in Ph~ladelph~a, .where he and.
Menotti had been students together; Sam ln turn ?ave 1t
to chuck when Mrs. zimbalist left Barber Rachmanlnoff's
piano, for his studio at "capricorn." "The ~rince of
Wales'" turn-of-the-century piano had the unlque
property of sustaining notes at almost full volume as
long as they were held down, like an organ. The effect
was often impressive, if somewhat disconcerting.
The
first time I visited Chuck at his apartment we played
four-hand piano music, climaxing--and concluding--with
Schubert's lovely Rondeau, Opus 138, which the composer
himself inscribed, "Notre amitie est invariable" ("our
friendship is invariable"). written to be played by
Schubert and his close friend and favor i te piano
partner, Joseph von Gahy, this lovely piece is
notorious among pianists because it seems to flow
smoothly along, but on the last page leads unsuspecting
players to intertwine their arms before they know it,
until they are forced either to start the page over
again, or move to another arena!
(Frankly, I have
never quite heard the end of the Rondeau.)
Before we
started to play, however, Chuck in choosing the sheet
music from the piano bench had "accidentally" turned up
a snapshot of, as I recall, Gian Carlo Menotti, Thomas
Schippers, and Leonard Bernstein performing a Conga
line kick in only their underpants--it was the only
clue to Bernstein's alternate sexual life anyone ever
dropped while I was in New York, and not all that
compromising, ~s the atmosphere of the snapshot
suggested nothlng more than a fraternity bash!

7

On another occasion I withdrew from the center of
a birthday party at Chuck's given for the notorious
German composer Hans Werner Henze--most of the
conversation was in German, which in spite of my name I
bare~y,UnderstaX:d--and proceeded to play through
Chopln s Polonal.ses on the "Prince of Wales'"
.
backgro d
.
plano as
.
un muslC.
How I, who am not a ll that ood ~
plano-player, had the nerve to do it I ' l l nev~r k
exc~pt that I was basically ignored by everyon e el~~w,
Besldes, the carefree but nurturing atmosphere around
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Chuck Turner brought out apparently uncharacteristic
aspects of people, reducing their inhibitions and
sometimes bringing out their hidden talents.
Because most of Chuck's friends did not, like me,
have a regular daytime job, they often kept very
irregular hours, either because they were creative and
kept to their own schedules or because they were
wealthy patrons who only clipped coupons.
Some of them
loved to stay on after parties or events at anyone's
house and play parlor games until the wee hours.
Chuck
was very good at such games; I was not only terrible at
them, but looked down my nose at such childish
pursuits, and usually had to go home to rise early in
the morning to commute to Prentice-Hall. One night, as
I was leaving the apartment, fleeing late-night parlor
games, I passed two little round, bald old men sitting
like Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum gossiping together at
the table laden with dirty dishes in Chuck's roachridden kitchen--which also served as his entrance hall
and cloakroom. They turned out to be the composercritic Virgil Thomson and one of the novelist Mary
McCarthy's ex-husbands.
Chuck's friends, in other words, were not all
musicians. To me, one of the most fascinating and
important things I learned in this phase was how interconnected the arts, international high and/or fast
society, and other important circles and endeavors
were. Many of Chuck's friends were literary, authors
and publishers, Spender and Auden among them; many were
in the visual and performing arts. Larry Rivers, the
painter and draughtsman, cadged a drink off me at a
Bowery dive then in vogue, for instance. The 'sixties
emphasis on the performing arts encouraged--or perhaps
grew out of?--this fraternization among groups on many
levels and bases. Sexual relationships of all sorts
played a large part in all this of course, but few who
had no talents other than youth and beauty remained
involved for long. Their batting-average for future
achievement seems in retrospect remarkable--or is it
that such mixing of the young and the already
successful provides a creative seed-bed?
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Probably the greatest concentration of celebrities
I met at one social event in New York was at a New
Year's Eve party--although Chuck and I arrived well
into the New Year, about three a.m., after nearly
freezing on Times Square watching the ball fall at
midnight. The party, in a glamorous apartment on a
high floor of a new building in the fashionable East
Sixties, were given by the brilliant pianist John
Browning, who had premiered Barber's piano concerto in
1962. Although the party was winding down by the time
we arrived, it was still crowded and lively.
I met-and was kissed in the continental fashion by--Menotti
and Schippers; I kissed a gorgeous Black woman, not
quite so Continentally. She turned out to be Shirley
Verrett, then Verrett-carter, the magnificente mezzosoprano whose Delilah made saint-saens' "Samson and
Delilah" one of the hottest shows ever to scald the
Music Hall stage, several years ago.
But, for me, the climax of the evening was when I
actually met Samuel Barber.
I was embarrassingly
introduced as someone who had had a crush on him and
his music since I was a teen-ager, but Sam, 'though
obviously pleased, graciously ignored my blushes and
immediately made me feel comfortable and welcome. He
was a still-handsome man in his early 50s, with a
somewhat beaklike "Roman" nose that made for decades of
dramatic profile photographs on record albums and
programs, and otherwise sensitive, gentle features.
His high, balding forehead only made for more
distinction.
He was a gentleman, and a kind one; if
sometimes a bit irritable, he was never irascible, at
least until his later years after the failure of his
opera Antony and Cleopatra at the 1966 opening of the
New Metropolitan Opera House at Lincoln Center,
combined with the forced sale of Sam's beloved house
"Capricorn," so that Menotti could buy a Scottish
castle for his "adopted son."
It was not until after the Metropolitan fiasco
that Sam became noticeably bitter at the rejection,
even damnation of his work by the academic music
establishment with its dedication to Schoenberg's
twelve-tone systems.
Sam and his colleagues, who were
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pigeon-holed as "traditionalists" or Neo-Romantics
(many of them apparently gay), had held on to tonalism
and to some extent maintained a popular audience and
commissions from major orchestras and opera companies
throughout the "Modern" period, in spite of official
condemnation by "avant-garde" critics and other
composers. Many of this group, such as Howard Hanson
and Douglas Moore, have now of course returned to
favor, their work rediscovered, revived, and once again
taken seriously; it even appears on the best-selling CD
charts. In fact, my own continuing appreciation of
their work has (until recently) seemed completely
counter to my usual high-brow pretentions, but is
sincere, and also, I believe, now vindicated.
Nevertheless, I was pretty much an odd man out at
this advanced stage in John Browning's New Year's Eve
party of close-knit celebrities. Again I retreated,
this time to a corner where I had noticed a lovely
young woman standing equally alone.
She was Nonie
Phipps, of the great ship-line family, as I was later
to learn; I had already heard that she, somewhat
improbably it appeared, was engaged, if not already
secretly married, to Thomas schippers, the dashing
young conductor who was an integral part of the BarberMenotti circle. Tommy, it seemed, was having a last
fling with someone else, having left the party only to
return some hours later.
In the meantime, I tried to
talk to Nonie, who seemed exceptionally shy, even
awkward conversationally, at least to this probably
unwanted stranger. I have little remembrance of what
we actually discussed, although I believe it is not
hindsight that I recall her as having an inner
strength, certainly a determination to win Tommy at all
costs, combined with a restrained elegance of her own.
I do remember vividly that she was wearing a slender
orange chiffon sheath, draped over one shoulder~ a~d no
ornaments except two simple earrings, ea 7h cons~st~ng
only of two half-inch-long pear-shaped dlamonds.
(Coincidentally my future wife's one formal gown was
a matching version in black chiffon--though worn,
usually, if effectively, with ~hine~tone ch~ndel~~r
earringsl) My glimpses of Non~e Ph~pps SCh~pp~rs
character and her understated elegance were on y
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confirmed the once or twice I later met her in
Cincinnati, especially at the back-stage symphony
reception where she held her own just a week or two
before her terrible death. And Thomas Schippers'
devotion to her is equally well known here.
After this introduction, I saw Sam Barber, usually
with Chuck, a number of times, at parties or during the
intermissions of concerts--I once chatted with him
throughout the first break of his opera "Vanessa" at
the Metropolitan's Opera Guild Bar, to the envy, I was
sure, of the crowd around, although actually they were
probably far more interested in their own concerns than
the composer of the evening's opera!
Sam came for
drinks to my apartment one time, and was suitably
impressed that I had indeed collected since adolescence
recordings of his own and his fellow-composers' works
and performances.
I still have the stemmed glass from
which he sipped his customary split of Champagne.
It
was on that occasion that I realized how much he
reminded me of my own parents, their dignity, intrinsic
kindness and concern for others, their tolerance for
the young and interest in everything--well, almost
everything--worthwhile going on around them as well,
although Sam was a great friend and supporter of the
innovative artists of the day, whether or not they
shared an artistic point of view.
(He also, at this
period in the mid-l960s, occasionally served as the
social escort of the widowed Jacqueline Kennedy, before
she married Aristotle Onassis.)
Finally, Chuck and I were invited to spend the
weekend at "Capricorn" with Sam and a young friend,
then associated with Opera News, as I recall.
I did
not realize until recently, while dipping into Heyman's
detailed, almost day-by-day biography of Barber, that
seeing, let along visiting Sam at this time was an
almost unique privilege. He was in the throes of
completing his second major opera, based on
Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra, for the
inauguration of the new Metropolitan opera House.
There were many difficulties over the commi ssion and
p~oduction, particularly with Franco Ze ffi relli
the
d1rector and designer partially r e s ponsibl e for'the
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not-very-successful original libretto. As i~ tu~ned
out, Zeffirelli also over-staged the.opera, ln h~~
attempt to use all the complex, untr~ed technologlcal
equipment of the new house; much of it failed to wo~k
during the Opening Nightl In any case, the product~on
tended to overwhelm the music, not to mention the
performers, who included Leotyne Price and Ju~tino Diaz
in the title roles, with Schippers on the pod~um.
But, in spite of Barber's seclus~on, Chuc~ and I
were made welcome at "Capricorn," tak~ng a tra~n up to
Mount Kisco on a blizzardy February Friday in 1965. We
were met by Barber and Menotti's Italian
chauffeur/houseman/valet. His wife was a marvelous
cook whose specialty was her native provincial North
Italian dishes; together they maintained the house and
property.
"Capricorn" was set in lovely, fairly young
woods on rolling slopes not far from the Croton
Reservoir, which allowed long walks in untamed parklike
woods.
As I mentioned, "Capricorn" itself was rather
modest in scale, with quite small rooms, of whitewashed stucco inside and out, but with a number of
levels and spaces opening into each other, so that it
seemed larger than it was. The light was especially
wonderful, filtered through the trees and, in winter,
reflected off the snow. Although there were many
fascinating and some precious objects, their main
interest was associative, and the atmosphere was
informal, if with a strong sense of standards
maintained, even under the almost raucous hilarity of
late-evening relaxation.
On that first evening, I was puzzled that the manservant, who I will call Fabio, occasionally leant over
Sam's shoulder and whispered into his ear what appeared
to be ever-increasing numbers:
"eighty-seven" then
, n~ne
,'
t y- f'lve, I I eventually over one hundred.
'
After
the
delicious, long-drawn-out meal of many small courses,
accompanied by several bottles of Champagne, although
Sam still drank his splits, he got up and disappeared
into a dressing-room nearby. We followed him,
undressed and put on some of the silk dressing-gowns
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hanging around and proceeded in sandals outdoors into
the snowy night to my amazement, i f not horror! Our
goal, it turned' out, was a very finely-crafted s~una
hut designed by Barber's young protege, the arch~tect
Manfred Ibel. Almost buried in dri f ts of snow, lt had
smoke rising from its wood-encased chimney above
.
glimmers of light from the interior.
~normous-seemlng
black pines loomed overhead, and moonllght was
reflected on the snow-covered surface of an adjacent
pond.
I had never experienced a sauna, in fact had
barely heard of such a barbaric custom, aside from
Ingrnar Bergman's film, The virgin spring! Although I
do not think we purified ourselves with birch-branch
brooms, the sauna itself was a drastic experience,
seeming to clean out, not only one's pores, but mind
and spirit as well. We underwent too-long, at least
for novice me, spells of lying on the wooden shelves in
the scalding steam from water spilled in wooden ladles
onto heated stones; one could hardly breathe, yet it
was hard to pull oneself away from the extreme
temperature and self-awareness. Then we dashed out
i nto the snow and plunged into the ambient snow-drifts.
Could we really have subjected ourselves to such
dangerous measures? But I vividly recall the sensation
of almost flying into the heaps of snow, which felt
paradoxically like white-hot cotton candy as one sank
i nto them, almost to disappear.
Sublime as the
experience was, it led to one of the most painful
nights of my life, with my nerve endings seemingly
exposed all across the surface of my body, and my brain
tortured by images of being flayed alive!
Obviously, however, I survive d it, and spent most
of the next day resting and walking through the snowy
woods with Chuck, and Fosca, Barber and Menotti's rare,
dark brown or black Pyrenean sheep-dog, a briard
according to Heyman's biography.
Fosca was a large,
long-haired creature, given to gambolling in the snow
dash~ng off into the dist~nce and returning playfully'
to clrcle us before speedlng off a ga i n.
She was,
however, as was often said, "a l ady, " a n d amazingly
able to control her movements i nd o o r s, i n the rather
cramped spaces of "Capricorn." She was highly
sensitive to a person's attitud e t owar d her, and
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responded accordingly. Although ~ am notdad~og-lo~erl
she soon won me over with her del~cate an
~scree
attentions or willingness to ignore me if I prefer~ed.
,
'
f the legends of "capricorn," Fosca d~ed
Alas, ~n one 0
'd
t 1
she
not long after my weekend there.
~on71 er~ e y,
let herself out onto the snow to d~e ln prlvacy,
,
without troubling the household. Sam also,never qu~~e
recovered from this loss, made the more p07gnant ~y ~ts
parallels to an episode from the plot of h;S e~rller
opera "Vanessa." The aging beauty Vaness,:," s n1 7ce,
Erika, having become pregnant after one nlght w~~h,her
aunt's young admirer and eventual husband, despa~r~ngly
flees to a snow-covered lake during a party to
celebrate Vanessa's engagement. To her dismay, Erika,
who had surely hoped to drown in the lake, is rescued,
having aborted the child. The echoes in Fosca's death
were too close for comfort.
At any rate, my second night at "Capricorn" would
have been far less notable than the first, but for two
unexpected occurrences. First, shortly after dark,
there was a frantic knocking at the front door,
startling amidst a virtual blizzard in a remote house
far off the little-travelled road. Eventually opened,
the door revealed a stalwart security guard demanding
to speak to Samuel Barber. He turned out to be a
member of the President's private staff, dispatched
through wind and weather to make sure that Sam would
attend a forth-coming dinner at the White House, one of
the Johnsons' attempts to maintain the Kennedys'
cultural evenings. Not only was Sam expected on his
own, but the White House was pleading with him to help
assure the attendance of the poet Robert Lowell, who
was apparently subject to irrational behavior. The
telephone exchange had refused to give Barber's
unlisted number even to White House sacurity--you may
be sure I have kept that secret number, even though it
has not worked for decades! As a further footnote, I
believe that Chuck Turner was in the taxicab with
Robert Lowell and his wife Elizabeth Hardwick when
Lowell died, tragically early, not far from their
apartment in the West End.
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Here, I must confess that consulting Ian
Hamilton's authoritative 1982 biography of Lowell has
shown me the dangers of relying on my memory alone.
Apparently I have visualized as my own experience--even
to the blizzard setting--an episode that I must have
heard about second-hand from Chuck or another mutual
friend.
Not only was Lowell alone in the taxi with the
driver when he suffered a fatal heart-attack in 1977,
but Chuck is not mentioned in the biography, let alone
as driving with Harwick and Lowell's body to the
hospital from the West 67th street house. Furthermore,
the Johnsons' famous "Festival of the Arts," which
Lowell refused to attend on noisily-expressed antiVietnam War principles, occurred in the late spring,
not mid-winter, of 1965. But I remember hearing the
knocking on the door and seeing the frozen White House
security man!
The other unexpected event during my Saturday
evening at "Capricorn" was Barber's willingness to play
and sing for us excerpts from his work-in-progress,
Antony and Cleopatra. This, his second full-scale
opera, had been the subject of great secrecy and
comparable interest on the part of the musical world.
It is my impression that Sam mentioned conceiving the
opera as an up-dated version of a Handel opera, just as
Vanessa had been a somewhat modernized version of
Puccini, combined with a northern, even Chekhovian
element, as I suggested on yesterday's "My Turn."
Handel's operas were just beginning to receive
rec~gnition"in the mid-1960s, after a two-century
perlod of mlsunderstanding and neglect. Beverly Sills
and Norman Treigle were currently an enormous success
in ~he New York City Center's revival of Handel's
JUl~us Caesar--the connection to Barber's subject is
Obv~ous--a~d Joan Sutherland and Marilyn Horne had
begun Sho~lng that Handel's elaborate virtuoso belcan~~"musllc could be, not only sung Superbly an~
eXCl ~ng y, but highly dramat"
d
convincing if approached "t lc an Psychologically
authent~city, rather th
w~ h love a~d some degree of
recreat~ons.
In my 0 "a~ ~n BOWdler~zed Victorian
Sam's own statement, ~~n~~n, corr~bor~ted I believe b
century Handelian rather thleast lmpllcation, the ~8tKan 19th- ce n tury Italian
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operative model inspired his approach to ,Antony ,and
Cleopatra. One of his great skills was ~n se~t~ng
words, especially English poetry, to mus~c, s~ngably
and naturally. He adored the Shakespe~re play, but he
also saw in it opportunities for the,k~nd of spectacl 7
that the Metropolitan, and Zeffirell~, wanted for,the~r
inaugural extravaganza. Unfortunately (even trag~cally
for Sam, as it turned out), these crowd-scenes came to
dominate the opera in the original ill-fated
Metropolian production, and destroyed the composer's
intended balance between large public choral spectacles
and the intimate scenes between the lovers that provide
the true poetry of the drama. But originally Barber
planned alternating sections of rather clamorous
processional, barge, and battle music, perhaps
employing sounds derived from, if not incorporating,
electronic instrumentation; these were to contrast with
the more "romantic," conventionally-orchestrated
private episodes, treated somewhat like Baroque
"affects"; that is, each scene or musical unit creating
its own mood or expressing a single emotion.
(Possibly
Igor stravinsky's opera, The Rake's Progress, written
and produced in the early 1950s, in stravinsky's "NeoB~rc;>que" or "Neo-Classical" style [the conventions are
s~m~larJ, was a factor in Barber's attempting a "NeoBaroque" opera himself. The only other music Sam
allowe~ us to hear that weekend at Capricorn was a
record~ng of one of stravinsky's more austere ballet
scores, "Orpheus" or "Apollo.")
It is the music for the more personal scenes in
Anto~y and Cleopatra, of course, that has assured the
surv~v~; of t~e , opera, not only in Barber's and
Menott~ s reV1S1ons of the libretto and music but '
the ~ore recent, quite successful productions:
~n
Ironlcally, the current version is almost overwhelmed
by the elegiac, sometimes even sublime mood of the last
act, with its sequence of deaths. Cleopatra's death
touchin~ and impress i ve, horrifying and inspiring by'
turns, 1S one of the best-known scenes of the opera,
especially in Leontyne Price's glorious recording made
shortlY after the open i ng, with Fritz Reiner
conducting. The role was specifically written for her,
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of course, and she was uniquely qualified to bring
Cleopatra and her music to life.
Cleopatra'S other great aria, also recorded in a
concert version by Price, was, however, f i rst sung by
the composer in his fine baritone on that snowy
February evening, to an audience of three . We had
f inally prevailed upon him to shar e with us some of the
music he had been slaving over, that was so eagerly
anticipated by the operative and social world.
Accompanying himself on Rachmaninoff's grand piano, Sam
sang for us in his fine baritone voice, along with some
other short excerpts, the newly-completed First Act
scene for Cleopatra, sung in her boredom during
Antony's absence. The text, which begins, "Give me
some music:/Music, moody food/ Of us that trade in
love," was assembled from Shakespeare's words. After
impatiently calling for music, her fishing rod or
"angle," her crown and mantles, and mandragora,
Cleopatra spurns them all, then suddenly starts up,
imagining her Antony on the battlefield, astride his
horse. At the climax of the scene, and in some ways of
the whole opera, she cries out, "0 happy horse, to bear
the weight of Antony .... " But at that point during
this first, private performance in Barber's studio, I
leaned forward, grabbed the corner of the manuscript
score ... and turned too many pages, leaving the poor
composer stranded on his and Cleopatra's torturous high
note. We heard no more that evening, gracious as Sam
was about my gaffe.
Although I considered myself a great hit at New
York parties for the succeeding months, singing
Cleopatra's scene considerably more torturously than
Sam Barber ever did, I have never forgiven myself for
that over-eager page-turn. On the other hand, just as
my skeptical friends were amazed after the opening and
broadcast of the opera to d i scover that I really had
sung them the as-yet-unperformed aria, even fairly
accurately, I hope you will accept that I have shared
my inveterate name-dropping with you on this occasion,
with some degree of accuracy, and perhaps a little
enlightenment.
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Thank you.

SOME SERIOUS RESEARCH
February 20, 1995

Holden wilson

I h~d been thinking about making some changes for
a long t1me.
It has not gone unnoticed by me, that the
occupants of the South-East corner have been less and
less animated, as well as more and more asleep during
m~ ~hree preceding papers.
Could it be that they were
t1r1ng of my prep school days, my children's athletic
achievements, Miami University, my golf buddies and
letters from my family.
As preposterous as this might
seem, it occurred to me that possibly a change of pace
was advisable.
I thought I should write a serious scholarly
paper, as befitting the Literary Club.
Something that
would be of interest to members one hundred, nay, two
hundred years from now. The kind of paper that could
be read at normal speed to require 40 minutes of
listening; not my normal work that sounds like a 78
speed record being played on a 45 speed phonograph.
I thought seriously about writing a biography.
Not one like Allan Vogeler's tale of the early
political life of Lyndon Johnson, who is already
famous, but one about an individual poised on the
threshold of greatness.
I am referring specifically to
my friend Butler.
I met him at a cocktail party in Charleston, South
Carolina. The year was 1978. It was the sort of
party, popular then, b ef ore we all realized that a
designated driver shou l d be appointed for each vehicle,
and that excessive use of hard liquor doesn't lead to
increased longevity . I n fact it was the kind of party

